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The imposing Jun Wu Jing slowly walked towards Cang, his body glowing with power, and
vaguely he was no weaker than Lin Yan and You Hei, and even stronger.

With the appearance of Jun Wu Jing ......, suddenly all the You family's combat forces

surrounding the Lin family, as well as the Lin family's combat forces transferred back, countless
warriors all surrounded Cang at a very fast speed.

The people who had come to Lin's to attend this wedding today were also withdrawing

out at this moment at a rapid pace. No one bothered about them as guests, Lin Yan and the

others didn't bother, nor did Cang.

Lin Hao stared blankly at Princess You Zi, who was kneeling in front of the hall, his
throat choked, but he couldn't say a word. The whole person was silly, and the change came

too quickly. In his senses, Lady You Zifei was already dead, the person he hated the most a

second ago was already dead, the woman who used all sorts of extreme measures to force herself
to marry her was already dead.

And the most important thing is that the Purple Concubine didn't give him an

explanation until her death, and didn't even say a word to him before she died. But before she
died, she had instead done something great for Lin Hao, like now, although Cang hadn't been
poisoned to death, his strength had dropped so much that even Cang's own realm had fallen a

great deal.



"Mm......mm......mm......mm...... "Lin Hao, who was sitting paralyzed in his chair,
roared like a wild animal from within his body. He wanted to use all his strength to break

through the Vein Sealing Finger, but he couldn't do it, he wanted to say another word to

Princess You Zifei, but he couldn't say it either. You Violet Concubine had used the Vein

Sealing Finger on him before the wedding, and just like what Jun Wu Jing had just said, You
Violet Concubine didn't want him to take any more risks, didn't want him to be involved in this

final decisive battle.

Boom ...... While Lin Hao was struggling, a heaven-shaking extreme atmosphere
continued to appear, each with the strength of an innate master, some of whom Lin Hao knew

and some of whom Lin Hao did not. There were Lin family members, You family members, and
Jun family members, and when these people appeared, their Qi was connected, and together

they imposed a blockade on Cang.

The first time I saw this, I thought it would be a good idea to go to the hospital. The
weapons were all cold weapons because of Cang's speed, and the hot weapons could not lock

him down. It is not possible to lock on to him.

It can be said that today's siege of Cang's battle has gathered almost half of China's top
strength.

It was just that no matter how much the people around him acted, Lin Hao sat there
stunned, his body trembling violently, wanting to participate in this battle to surround and

annihilate Cang, but simply unable to do so.

Lin Yan incomparably complex to Lin Hao, Qi Qi locked Cang, whispered to Lin Hao,
"Go to Western Europe, go, come back later ......"



"Hmm ......mm ...... "Lin Hao's body trembled even more, wanting to shake his head to
refuse, but he couldn't even do so. His eyes at this moment were still staring at the corpse of
Princess You Zifei, the one whose hair had turned white and whose back had no life left in it. A
drop of cloudy tears continued to flow down ......
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...... There was another loud bang, and in the next moment Dao Yi's figure suddenly appeared
on Lin Hao's side, Dao Yi holding a long sword in his hand and taking a deep look at Cang, who
was surrounded by a group of innate masters in the middle of Lin's hall. After Dao Yi's arrival,
the number of innate masters who had surrounded and killed Cang today had reached nine.
Among them were Lin Yan, You Hades and Jun Wu Jing, three of the top strongest late stage
clerics.

"Go ...... don't let down everything everyone has done for you! Go ...... "Dao shouted at
Lin Hao as soon as he appeared, then kicked the chair underneath him and Lin Hao's entire body
flew backwards towards Lin's front door.

"Heh, can you walk?" At the moment of the Dao's first movement, Cang, who was
surrounded by the crowd, gave a sudden shout. In an instant, he stood up ......

Almost as soon as Cang stood up, Lin Yan also gave the order for a general attack to

Cang, "Kill ......". In an instant, with Lin Yan's order, dozens of the top killers from all over the

Lin Clan's ancestral home attacked Cang in the blink of an eye.

"Scram!" Cang's eyes showed a hint of disdain, shouted angrily, his body's breath
drumming, in the blink of an eye those dozens of killers have been bounced out.



...... But as the top killers were shaken out of the sky, they went to have a miniature
bomb left on Cang's side, and those bombs were detonated at the same time. They were
detonated at the same time, creating a cloud of smoke and dust, but the smoke and dust was

quickly dispersed by a powerful airplane. Cang's form reappeared in front of the crowd, his face
had a slight pallor, his clothes were a little torn, and drops of blood were running down his arms,
but he didn't care.

"Want to leave? Did you ask me?" Cang stared at Lin Hao, who had now appeared at the

gate of the Lin Clan's ancestral home and was being met by Night One.

The marble floor beneath Cang's feet instantly caved in with a deep pit, and the

extremely hard marble floor was now covered with cobweb-like cracks, as a monstrous
bang ...... sounded. And Cang's body had exploded towards Lin Hao's ......

"Want to kill my son, what are you, just a rat who hides his head and tail ...... kill ......"
Lin Yan shouted lowly, and in an instant appeared in front of Cang. He was in the middle of the
crowd.

"Hm ...... don't think you can do it!" Cang shouted coldly, and directly met Lin Yan's
longsword with a punch, a loud bang, Lin Yan's body exploded back, a mouthful of blood
spurted out when his throat was sweet, and the Hundred Refinements Longsword in his hand

was also broken in half, but Lin Yan's full strength strike, also gave Cang back, although Cang

did not spit out blood, but his body also exploded back a long step away.

"Hm ...... "Standing at the entrance of Lin's gate, Yei Yi, who was receiving Lin Hao,
had just seen Cang chasing after him and was standing behind Lin Hao, and although Lin Yan

had just blocked most of Cang's force head-on, Yei Yi was still grazed a little. With a heavy

muffled grunt, he couldn't help the sweetness in his throat, so he wanted to spurt out a



mouthful of blood, but didn't spit it out. The whole man was stunned, but he quickly regained
his senses and rushed out, directly holding the chair under Lin Hao.

"Lin Hao, if you dare to leave today, I'll exterminate your entire clan!" Cang shouted at

Lin Hao, who was already about to escape.

"Night One, take him away!!!! Go!!!" Lin Yan stared at Cang, who was surrounded by

the crowd, and yelled at the night that answered Lin Hao's call.

"Mmm......mm......mm......mm......" Lin Hao's throat once again made sounds of
violent struggle, his eyes pleading The first time I saw it, I thought it would be a good

idea. ......

In the middle of Lin's square, Cang, bleeding from the mouth and clothed in broken

clothes, was completely surrounded by nine innate masters and hundreds of warriors. Cang
stood on the ground, and Youxue and eight other innate clerics stood tall.

"The first time I saw him, he was in the middle of the square, and the second time I saw
him, he was in the middle of the square, and the third time I saw him, he was in the middle of
the square, and the third time I saw him, he was in the middle of the square.
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After taking Lin Hao out of Lin's gates, Night One got directly into a helicopter that came to
meet him. There was the fastest private jet in the world with a full tank of fuel, which would

take Lin Hao to Western Europe.



In the helicopter, Yuyi fixed Lin Hao and fastened his seat belt, then took out a pill from
his arms and stuffed it into Lin Hao's mouth, and only after all this was done did Yuyi sit on his
butt beside Lin Hao, only then did Lin Hao see that at some point, Yuyi's face had gone

extremely white and the corners of his mouth were bleeding out. Lin Hao felt the Qi Qi in
Yeiyi's body, and his eyes instantly rounded up, wanting to speak to Yeiyi, but still unable to do
so.

"Oh ...... it's okay, this knot? I'm not going to be able to do anything about it. I've
been expecting this for a long time ......" said Night One, waving his hand at Lin Hao and

smiling, just as soon as he opened his mouth, the blood in his mouth flowed more and more,
and the vitality of his body became weaker and weaker. Even towards the end, Yoruichi had
begun to gasp for breath.

The helicopter took off, YY1 leaned against the hatch and sat opposite Lin Hao, a trace
of reminiscence in his eyes, and slowly said: "Big brother, I really miss the old days when we

fought together, at that time there were people from the Lin Clan on top of us, at that time we
thought that one day we would kill all those people from the Lin Clan, and now we have done

it ......".

The sadness in Lin Hao's eyes was even thicker, Yeiyi was his best brother, and during

his growing up years, he and Yeiyi had lived and died together countless times, and this good

brother before him had even saved his life more than once. And now this good brother of many

years, he is just like Princess You Zifei, he is about to die, about to die ......

Night One smiled and continued: "Big brother, the night before last Miss You found me

and told me some things, and also let me know the truth of the matter. Oh ...... just this truth,
really cruel and cruel ah, it turns out that our whole life is being manipulated by that person, it's
been like this all our lives ...... "Night One suddenly laughed miserably, for Lin Hao fate It was
written long ago, and it is sad to be manipulated.



Night One continued: "Big brother, the sealed pulse finger on your body will be removed
when you arrive safely in Western Europe, and the injuries on your body will slowly heal. And
now you are carrying a deep hatred for blood, don't let us die in vain, you must live, you
must ...... live, you must ...... live." Yei Yi had begun to speak incoherently, he felt his
consciousness was beginning to blur! In the next moment, Night One took out his dagger and
stabbed himself directly in the thigh, and the intense pain awoke his consciousness again. The
sorrow in Lin Hao's eyes became even more intense.

Night One knew that Lin Hao was unable to speak or speak now, so he continued, "Cang
has lived for a long, long time, perhaps even hundreds of years, and he has long since

transcended to the level of a master and reached another level. But he is still a mortal after all,
and he wants to break free from the bonds of this world, always has. He had exhausted all sorts
of methods over the centuries and couldn't reach it, and then he deduced that he might only be
able to break through his own limits in a life and death duel with someone, which was a correct
idea."
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"So over the years, he looked for all sorts of experts to fight against, but he was just too strong
for the opponents he found to be able to irritate him in any way. Then a few decades ago, when
he saw these generations of theWarsaw Limbs getting stronger and stronger. He had his eye on

you and wanted you to go to an extreme to help him break through. What with the splitting of

the Lin Clan and his taking away of the You Zi Fei over twenty years ago, it was all for you, and
even your current breakthrough in extreme innate dao was secretly guided by him. Extreme Dao
Ancestors are able to cross over, so even if you don't break through to his level, as long as you
can reach the peak of the Ancestor in this lifetime, you will be able to oppress him ......."

Night One spoke slowly here, suppressing his grief and looking sadly at Lin Hao, he
continued: "The promotion of an Extreme Daoist Master is too difficult, relying on a supreme
obsession, so Cang's original plan was that after you and Miss You got married and fell in love,
he would kill Miss You in front of you. Thus you would become possessed and make a crazy



breakthrough. Originally Cang's plan was good, it was perfect. But then sister-in-law appeared

in the middle of it, so later Cang changed his plan and killed sister-in-law himself in front of

you three days ago, but Miss You stopped him at that time."

After Lin Hao heard Night One say this, his mind suddenly recalled the words Cang

said to Miss You Zi Fei when she poisoned Cang in the Lin's palace: "Why? You don't have to
do this ...... "The meaning of Cang's words here is that you don't have to replace Shen Shiyan
with Princess You Zifei.

Although Cang is an absolutely ruthless person in every sense of the word, if he had to

choose between Concubine You and Shen Suyan, Cang would have no hesitation. He would
definitely choose Shen Suyan. That's why there was a deep sigh of relief and complication from
Cang today.

Night One continued: "Big Brother, you don't have to worry too much about your

sister-in-law's side, Miss You has already sent her to her teacher's wife. Her wife's relationship
with Cang is not good, but her injuries are too severe, her heart and head have suffered great

damage, but no matter how long it takes, she will definitely wake up. This is Miss You's
account ......"

Lam Ho? West Land Ngai Land? Unable to speak, tears of blood in eyes flowing down,
too much sorrow in heart ......

After Night One finished explaining to him what You Zifei had said, his fingers
trembled as he took a cigarette out of his pocket, shuddered and lit it for himself, taking a deep
drag, his eyes also moistened.



"Brother, Yue Gu has been sent to Western Europe by me, and I promised her that I

would go over to her today. But I should have broken the promise. Big Brother, I feel no loss to
have met you and Yue Gu in my life ......" said Night One, and suddenly his voice stopped, and
his hand, holding the cigarette, also drooped weakly and hit the floor of the helicopter heavily.
And more than half of the cigarette in Night One's hand was still left, and the cigarette was still
burning, but the smoker was no longer ......

Lin Hao's body trembled to the extreme, and at this moment his arm forced itself up,
trembling and reaching towards the night side, wanting to touch his brother's face again, but he
couldn't, no matter how hard he tried.

Bang...... the next moment Lin Hao's hand, heavily dropped to the ground, the whole
man completely unconscious......
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Inside the Lin Clan's ancestral home, Lin Yan, Youxue, JunWujing and nine other innate masters

were attacking Cang in the middle from all sides. Cang seemed to be doing it on purpose, not
running away, but fighting all alone.

...... ...... The monstrous sound of loud booms was being transmitted outwards all the

time, Lin Yan You Hades Jun Wu Jing was now dyed with blood, and the Daoist first class

mid-earth innate masters were in an even worse state, with their breath dropping rapidly.

Cang, who was being attacked by the crowd, was also having a hard time. Although he

was super strong and his personal martial realm was a whole realm beyond that of the crowd, he
had been poisoned by Lady You Zifei at the very beginning, and his breath had fallen to the

peak of the Innate Clerics. The realm he could now play in was similar to that of the crowd.



However, his battle experience and battle consciousness were far from being able to compare

with the crowd.

...... And every time after an innate master such as Lin Yan Youxue attacked and killed,
the top killers ambushed in the Lin Clan's ancestral mansion had a group of daredevils, daring to
die and rushed towards Cang, those top killer warriors did not even have the luxury of being

able to kill Cang, they rushed in front of Cang, without even exchanging blows, directly
detonating bombs on their bodies. Lin Yan and the other nine innate masters took advantage of

the situation to take medicine to heal their wounds, and when the killer warriors blew

themselves up, the nine of them once again gathered their energy and headed towards Cang to

kill him. Again and again, week after week, Lin Yan and the Underworld used such miserable

tactics.

Since they couldn't beat Cang, they piled on the human lives, each time Cang had to

suffer a decisive blow from the warrior-killer. By now, the robe on Cang's body was in shreds
and blood was flowing out from his entire body.

Cang's throat became sweet and his face became increasingly pale, his brows furrowed
as he once again endured the self-destructs of a few more warriors. Even he was a little moved
by the battle so far. The brutal extermination of these Chinese juniors before him was having an

effect on him. If he hadn't been poisoned, then he wouldn't have cared even if all of them had

been killed. But this won't work now, if it continues like this, he really might fall here ......

With that in mind, Cang stormed outside and for the first time he was tempted to leave.
Only the next moment, with a violent roar, his body was knocked back. And feeling his qi and

blood vibrating and tumbling, he stared at the person in front of him dead on.

"Pfft ...... "The phantom hand held the only half of the battle sword, and his mouth

spurted out a mouthful of blood mixed with fragments of internal organs. With eyes full of



hatred, he looked at Cang: "Go? Can we go?" The Underworld hates the night, his daughter
died completely before his eyes today, all because of the pale before him! His daughter was
dead, and he had no intention of returning alive today.

At this moment, only five minutes into the war, the entire Lin Clan's ancestral home had
been destroyed, all the buildings had collapsed, the entire land of the ancestral home was

stained with blood, and the air was filled with smoke. Too many people have already died on

this battlefield, first the warriors and killers under the Lin Clan, then the warriors and killers of

the You Clan, and finally the warriors and killers of the Jun Clan, who are also coming this way
in a mad rush......

Bang ...... Jun Wu Jing leaned on the ground with his long sword in his hand, breathing
heavily, his whole body sweating like rain, just five minutes of battle, he is about to reach his

limit. But this kind of intensity of the battle is also superbly hard on him.

The next moment, the field out? The first time I saw you, I was in the middle of the
game. A brief silence appeared, and Cang looked at the furiously silent You Hei. You Hades is
the biological father of You Violet Concubine, and he is the master of You Violet Concubine,
and now You Violet Concubine has been forced to die by him. If You Hei were to die, I'm afraid

that the four great warlords of Huaxia's heritage of nearly a thousand years would be one less.

"You'll die if you do it again ......" Cang looked deeply at You Xi and said slowly.
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Underworld took a deep breath, and without any emotion in his eyes, he took a red pill out of

his bosom and stuffed it directly into his mouth. The red pill was so strong that it was the first
of its kind in the world. The momentum, which had originally been only that of a late Sect

Master, was now pushing straight towards the peak of the Sect Master, even striking towards



that mysterious realm above the Sect Master. It was just that the cost of this pill was also very
high, as a puff of blood mist exploded out of Underworld's entire body, and the meridians all

over his body were cracked open by the impact.

"Kill ......" the next moment the Underworld was filled with a monstrous death intent

and struck towards Cang. As the Underworld rushed out this time, Lin Yan's and Jun Wu Jing's
faces changed dramatically, they both knew exactly what Lin Yan had just taken. But after
taking that thing, they would basically die, and they both had that pill in their pockets.

The first time I saw him, I thought he was going to die. The first time I saw him, I
thought, "I'm not going to do that. Welcome to the Underworld.

A huge bang ...... was heard, the body of the Underworld was thrown into the air, blood
splattered everywhere, and in mid-air the Underworld slowly closed its eyes. The vitality
completely dissipated and there was no longer a trace of existence.

As the smoke and dust cleared, Cang, who was standing on the spot, was shaken
violently and his body was covered with a huge wound from his shoulder to his abdomen, so
deep that even the bones inside could be seen. The fight to the death strike from the

Underworld had still severely injured him. It had caused nearly irreversible injuries to him.

Lin Yan didn't even look at Cang, but watched as the Underworld's body was slowly
thrown towards him. This was the first time an Innate Master level existence had fallen since

the start of the war. With the fall of the Underworld, the battle came to a momentary halt, and
at this moment Lin Yan and the others didn't make a move, nor did Cang.



Lin Yan caught the corpse of the Underworld and slowly placed his corpse on the ground,
not saying a word the entire time. He just took out the red pill from his bosom as well, stuffed
it into his mouth and slowly walked over to Cang. As he walked his body's Qi Qi exploded,
erupting wildly.

Cang's eyes became even heavier as he looked deeply at Lin Yan and said, "You can't
win ...... "Cang even though he was seriously injured at the moment, he still had the certainty

of victory.

"I know, but after this battle, it won't be so simple for you to return to your full strength,
when my son returns on the other day, it will be the day you die!" Lin Yan also said that to

Cang.

"Kill ......" in the next moment, Lin Yan shouted, holding half a broken sword, his body
disappeared in an instant, and when he reappeared, he was already in front of Cang, Cang's hand
moved and a broken sword on the ground flew into his hand, this was the first time he had
picked up a weapon. How many years had it been since he had fought against someone and

hadn't held a weapon again? Youkai Lin Yan and the others were proud enough to have pushed

him to such a level today.

Only in the next moment Cang's face changed dramatically as Lin Yan, who had already
rushed in front of him, his aura skyrocketed once again, directly breaking through the level of

a Sect Master and reaching the same realm as him in just a moment.

"You! You actually have something to hide!!!" Cang's shocked mouth shouted.



"Don't worry, I can't kill you ......" said Lin Yan somewhat helplessly, he didn't choose
to attack Cang's chest like the Underworld, but instead he slashed down with his sword at

Cang's right arm. It all happened in a flash, and Cang tried to dodge it, but it was too late. His
entire right arm had been cut off by Lin Yan with a muffled grunt, and the same sword in his

hand pierced into Lin Yan's heart.

"Hmph!" Lin Yan grunted as the broken sword in his hand quickly flew dozens of times,
and countless sword rays shattered Cang's right arm. And as he did so, his body continued to

bear the brunt of Cang's bombardment.

Bang Bang ...... Cang was completely furious, Lin Yan was the one who knew the most

among these people, Lin Yan's choice of the final blow was actually to completely cripple his

arm, which meant that his innate Dao body was destroyed, and for a long time, with an

incomplete body, he wouldn't be able to think of advancing to that level and regaining his full
state.

With a violent roar, Lin Yan's body fell to the side of the ghost and slowly closed his

eyes ......
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The endless smoke and dust dissipated to reveal the wretched form of Cang, who was furious!
Yes, how many years, from the time he became a Daoist until now, this is the first time he has
suffered such a serious injury, there is severe pain inside his body, the whole right arm outside

was even shattered by Lin Yan, even if he can find an arm to connect it later, it is not his own
original, this way will have a great impact on his follow-up.



Cang, who only had one arm left, his face completely gloomy, regardless of the severe
pain in his body, was staring at the people who had rounded him up in the Lin Clan's ancestral
home with a murderous look on his face.

"You guys ...... are good, good, you actually managed to push me to this point, you're
proud enough to be ......" said Cang, staring at the rest of the crowd represented by Jun Wu Jing

Dao Yi, endlessly gloomy.

JunWu Jing snorted and wiped away the blood from the corner of his mouth. He didn't
have much of a friendship with Lin Yan Youxue, the head of the two world families, but now he

was watching them die in battle in front of him. And they were also existences with almost the

same battle strength as him. At this moment, he couldn't help but feel a little sad that the

rabbit had died.

His eyes stared at Cang with incomparable gravity, not knowing whether they would be

able to kill him today or not. Although Cang had been severely injured by the crowd one after

another today. He was severely poisoned by Lady You Zifei, beheaded by You Hades, and had

his right arm crippled by Lin Yan. But Cang, who was in a rage at this time, was still feeling a
great terror!

Jun Wu Jing stared at Cang with a deadly stare, the Qi Qi on his body slowly surging

and climbing, and the Daoist Yi beside him, along with the remaining five innate masters, were
all pale and deeply guarded.

"He must be killed today, or everyone will die later, this kind of person should not exist
in this modern reality. This is no longer considered to be a human ...... "Jun Wu Jing's thoughts
were reinforced as he looked at Cang, who had been beaten into such a state, and was actually

able to make him feel a fatal crisis. The reason why the Jun family has become what it is now



has nothing to do with Cang, a man who has been hiding behind the four great warlords of

Huaxia, and is extremely dangerous.

Not only did Jun Wu Jing feel this way at the moment, but so did Dao Yi and the rest

of the group. Daoyi's master had also been killed by Cang. When the truth had now emerged,
everyone understood why the top power in Huaxia had been weakening one after another over
the years, and it was all because of the man in front of them. As long as he was still alive, no one
would be able to live a good life in the future.

"He must be killed ......" said Jun Wu Jing and Dao Standing together, both saying in

unison, their monstrous killing intent locked onto Cang's body.

"Heh, just you guys? It's just whimsy, but since you guys want to play, I'll play with
you!" Cang gave a disdainful sneer. Then he directly threw away the broken sword in his hand.
Letting down his full body guard for a moment, he just stood with his hands in the negative and
said, "Come out, all of you ......".

As Cang's words fell, a black-clothed man with black robes wrapped around his head

and body appeared behind the seven Innate Masters of the Jun Wu Jing Dao Class I. Yes, those
black-clothed men with dozens of numbers just appeared so strangely behind the crowd.

And the most terrifying thing was that every single one of those dozens of
black-clothed people was emitting the aura of a late Innate Sect Master, or even a peak. It was
terrifying to the extreme. Not a single one of those people attacked Jun Wu Jing and the others,
their eyes were somewhat stunned, as if they were controlled.



"What? How is that possible!" When those mysterious black-clothed people appeared,
Jun Wu Jing and Daoist Class One also changed their complexion in an instant. There were
dozens of those black-clothed men, any one of them had the strength of a late Innate Master or

above, in other words, any one of those black-clothed men appearing on the scene at the

moment was much more powerful than them.

Just now it was their group that had besieged Cang alone, but now it was dozens of

warriors above the late Innate Zongmasters who had come to besiege and kill them. With Cang

in front of them and the dozens of terrifying black-clothed men behind them, there was only
endless despair for a moment.

Cang, who stood in the middle of the battlefield, looked at the crowd with mocking

eyes and slowly said, "It's over, isn't it? Since you all want to die so badly, let's all die
here ......"

The first time I saw it, I looked at the road and said: "You, even plus? The first thing

you need to do is to take a look at the following The first thing you need to do is to take a look
at ....... Then he looked deeply at Jun Wu Jing and said: "You can ......".

At this point, as Cang's words fell, it became clear to everyone, where all those strong
people who had disappeared for no apparent reason, or who had sent news of their deaths over

the past few decades, had gone. The black-clothed men who appeared at the moment were

more than thirty in number, and it all made sense.
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Jun unrepentant Daoist One, You Family Innate, and Lin Family Innate (Lin Bancheng and Mo

Yuntian, all of whom had brief outbursts) all blatantly turned to look at the mysterious

black-clothed men. Only their faces could not be seen, their bodies were permeated with



deadly intent and their eyes were extremely dull. These people could no longer be called human
beings, they were cold machines, without a trace of emotion.

"Underworld Army listen to the order, kill them, and not one ...... person will be left
behind!" An icy cold mane flashed in Cang's eyes as he waved his hand and gave an order to the
thirty or so black-clothed men.

Buzzing ...... just after Cang's order, the eyes of all those black-clothed people vainly lit
up with a black, cold mane. The breath on their bodies also slowly climbed, and the next

moment these people were about to launch a desperate attack on JunWu Jing's people. But from
a corner of the battlefield came a furious shout.

"Wait!" With a shout of anger, Cang could not help but stop the movement of the

Underworld Army for a moment and look in the direction of the voice with some confusion.
Then he saw the old lady with white hair and crutches coming out of the forest.

The playfulness in Cang's eyes increased, and he looked at the old lady and said with a

smile, "Lin's, Lin Hao has escaped, but you didn't leave? Do you want to die with your son?
You are a mortal, you have no fighting power, if you leave, I can also keep you alive, after all,
society still has to run, if less you Lin family, the functioning of society may be a bit

affected ......" Cang said, the playfulness in his eyes even stronger.

While Cang was talking to Old Lady Lin, on the other side of the battlefield, Daoist One
lightly and indistinctly touched Jun Wu Jing.

"Hm?" Jun Wu Jing looked at Daoist One in confusion.



The next moment Daoist One's voice floated directly into Jun Wu Jing's ears: "Don't
look at me, look ahead. The first time I saw this was when I was a kid, and the second time I

saw this was when I was a kid. Eggs can't be put in one basket, you and Hao'er, are the hope of
us all, hope that one day, you can kill Cang and kill him ......".

Jun Wu Jing's body trembled and he wanted to take a look at Dao, but he didn't turn
his head. The shock in his heart only grew stronger. He originally thought that he was qualified
enough to be with these older generations. But in the end he found that he was still not qualified
enough. The calculations of these old-timers were actually so deep. But since they knew it was

impossible to kill Cang today, why did they still fight? Still coming? The shock in Jun Wu

Jing's heart was even stronger. Endless doubts surfaced in his heart.

The old lady was already leaning on her crutches and walked up to Cang, looking at him
with hatred in her eyes and asking, "Is Lin Zhantian also here? Can I see him again before I

die?"

How long was the silence for? Dye er service love Yi Yi closed? After er, smiled and

nodded, "You can ......".

"Pylons 3 out!" Cang called out to the black-clothed men around him. As Cang's words
trailed off, a black-clothed man whose breath was at the peak of the clan master stepped

forward.

Old Lady Lin's body trembled and her eyes moistened when she saw the black-clothed
man. She trembled and walked up to the black-clothed man, reached out and touched the

black mask on his face, looked into his emotionless eyes and smiled sadly, "What about the



promise to die together?What's the deal...... "Old lady Lin said,muddy tears flowing down her
face......

"It's now, the breakout! Go!" As Old Lady Lin was talking to the men in black, Daoist Yi,
who was on the other side of the battlefield, shouted out to Jun Wu Jing.

The moment Jun Wu Jing moved, there were naturally several men in black who came
to intercept them, but at this moment Dao Yi and the remaining five innate masters all went out
of their way to surround the men in black.

Cang just took a glance over at Jun Wu Jing and withdrew his gaze. He then continued
to look indifferently at Old Madam Lin. He looked at Old Madam Lin's sad look, smiled, and
was just about to speak when his face instantly changed wildly, as if she had suddenly thought

of something, and quickly shouted at Old Madam Lin, "Stop!"

At the same time, he shouted at the black-clothed men who intercepted Jun Wu Jing:
"Stop him!"

It was just too late, as Daoist Yi and his men had already exploded, each of them

swallowing red pills that could instantly explode with powerful battle power, desperately trying
to intercept all the black-clothed men behind Jun Wu Jing. The moment Jun Wu Jing rushed

out of the battlefield, a transparent curtain of light suddenly rose up on the outskirts of the Lin
Clan's ancestral home. And almost at this unifying moment, Old Lady Lin lowered a detonation

switch in her hand ......



A huge ball of light instantly flooded the battlefield. The indescribable force of the
explosion, the indescribable heat of several thousand degrees, detonated wildly within the

curtain of light.

In the middle of the battlefield, Old Lady Lin stood with the emotionless black-clothed
man, Lin Zhantian, and at the edge of the battlefield, Dao Yi's body had been transformed into

six skeletons by the thousands of degrees of heat, but even so, they were dying to stop the

black-clothed men from breaking out of the light curtain ......

"Ah......" rushed out of the battlefield Jun Wu Jing, away from the light curtain to look

at the scene inside the light curtain, lost his voice and yelled......

The figures of Daoist Yi, Lin Bancheng, Mo Yuntian, and other innate masters, as well as
the old lady inside the light curtain, are disappearing fast, disappearing, disappearing......
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"Ah ah ah ah ...... "Cang crazy yell in the middle of the battlefield, at the moment of the
detonation of the old lady Lin, he sensed that something was wrong, in an instant grabbed a few
black-clothed people around him and rushed out madly,? Lu Wu whisk Wu Wu Lu'er zhai?
And among these few black-clothed people, there was Lin Zhantian who was standing in front of
Old Madam Lin ......

Only he was one step too late, just one second too short! When Cang rushed to the edge

of the light curtain, he was still attacked by the violent explosion and heat behind him, the
flesh and blood of Cang's entire back was completely melted away in an instant, revealing black
bones, and even the flesh and blood on half of his face completely disappeared.



After rushing out of the light curtain, ...... Cang no longer dared to stop here,
disappearing in a flash and fleeing into the distance. This battle up to now, he was really scared
really scared, the Lin Clan were all crazy! It's all madness! Lin Yan cut off his arm, and the old

lady used herself as bait to blow up the entire Lin family and kill him too! Although he had

escaped in the end, the injuries on his body had reached a fatal level, and there was no telling

how long it would take to get back to the top of his game.

The old lady in the middle of the battlefield, watching her husband's body being taken
away by Cang, had a trace of regret in her aged eyes, didn't die with you after all? Old Mrs Lin

murmured, and at the last moment of her life, her eyes fell on Lin Yan's corpse, and she

watched it dissipate into the sky with her own body. ......

"In the middle of the battlefield, those black-clothed people who instinctively sense

danger even though they don't have any life, are now fleeing madly, but most of them are too

far away from the light curtain, even though they want to escape, but as soon as they did so,
they were already engulfed by the fire behind them, and their entire bodies dissipated with no

dregs left.

The five or six black-clothed men who had been chasing Jun Wu Jing were the closest

to the light curtain, and they were still able to escape. But just as they were about to flee to the
edge, their ankles, arms, wrists and so on, were caught dead by a skeleton behind them......

"Oh, there's no escape, let's die together, Shifu ...... Father ......" the body has turned

into a skeleton, half of the head is left, Night One, a death grip on a hole that gave him a

friendly breath, said slowly.

"Hostile hostile ...... "The half skeleton of the black-clothed man held by Dao Yi, the
mouth let out a beastly roar, desperately trying to break free of Dao Yi's bonds, but could not do
so.



In the next moment a monstrous fire swept over the skeleton and Dao Yi vanished with
the skeleton in his grasp. ......

Chapter 800

"Ahhhhh ...... "After turning around to take a look inside the light curtain, the grief in his heart
was already overwhelming and he frantically fled until he was a few miles away, then he
stopped. But even the first one to escape was almost completely burnt. Half of the face of the
originally handsome and unrivalled Jun Wu Jing had been completely disfigured.

"Big brother! Brother!" When Jun Wu Jing lost his mind, the Black Dragon and White

Tiger ran to him, they had been waiting in this direction to receive him.When they saw JunWu

Jing in this state, they were all shocked beyond words. Then they looked at the huge ball of

light, the monstrous fire in the distance, and the shock in their hearts was indescribable.

"Quick, quick, quick! The white tiger looked at Jun Wu Jing, whose whole body was
oozing blood, with tears in her phoenix eyes, she had never seen Jun Wu Jing injured like this,
and as the white tiger shouted, suddenly the blue dragons wanted to carry Jun Wu Jing to the

rescue vehicle.

"Kneel down ......" but in the next moment Jun Wu Jing stopped them and spoke in an

incomparably hoarse voice, making them kneel down.

"Big brother?" TheWhite Tiger and the Green Dragon were unsure. But JunWu Jing had

already disregarded his injuries and slowly knelt down towards the direction of the Lin family.
Hot tears welled up in his eyes. This was Huaxia's predecessor, those people who had left him

their last chance of survival, and they had chosen to die generously.



The shock and emotion in JunWu Jing's heart was indescribable. Those people could be
top-level innate masters. If they were placed outside, it would be one person who would be able

to suppress the existence of a domain and enjoy life to the fullest. They could have whatever

they wanted. But those people had chosen to die without agreement.

And the strong Lin family, the You family, a great family with an inheritance of nearly

a thousand years, this time even blocked the fate of the entire clan. I am afraid that after this

time, there will be no more Lin family You family among the great warlord clans of Huaxia. It
will be replaced by the family forces below. And his Jun family is even more unique. The power
is the best preserved. West Aiwu Dye Yi Di? The

The first time I saw it, I thought it was a good idea. The emotions in one's heart at this
moment could no longer be described.

"Pass on my Jun family's master's decree, all the forces in China, in the next hundred
years, whoever dares to plot against the power of the Lin family's You family, I, Jun Wuyou,
will destroy them. Find the survivors of the You family and the Lin family and we will help

them rebuild ......, and pass on the decree that from now on, the Jun family, the Lin family and
the You family will form an eternal alliance, working together as brothers ......... ....... "Jun Wu

Jing looked at the monstrous explosion in front of him, his voice choked and broken, but he
was incredibly determined to give the orders that could only be given by a single Jun family
master......

Cang is the common enemy of all, but now only one of the three families has survived,
Jun Wu Jing. There is still Lin Hao, but Lin Hao has been sent toWestern Europe, and from now

on the only master of the three families in the land of Huaxia will be Jun Wu Jing. The four
great families of Huaxia have been fighting for nearly a thousand years, and the Jun family has

finally made it to the top, becoming the biggest one, only it's not what Jun Wu Jing wants......



The explosions, smoke, dust and fire gradually dissipated, except that the Lin Clan's
ancestral home, which had been preserved for a thousand years, had disappeared, leaving a hole
a hundred metres deep in its place, and not a single piece of clothing of those who had been in

that explosion could be left behind ......

Ten miles away, Jun unrepentant kneels down ......
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